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ABSTRACT 

We describe a new method that can quickly search an 

entire video. This method is used to first detect every shot 

change of a target video in real time. Then unique frame 

sequence features at the shot changes are found. The 

method we have developed and described enables real- 

time scene retrieval. It may also be an appropriate basis 

for an information filter that automatically selects appro- 

priate videos or scenes among newly input video. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A large amount of video is produced for various pur- 

poses, including news, entertainment, and presentations. 

The volume and variety make it difficult to efficiently 

find videos which are of interested in. Some ways do 

exist to retrieve videos stored in database systems by 

means of an appropriate tag or annotation [I ,  21. In most 

cases, however, videos are released to the market without 

any helpful information for later retrieval. This is most 

typical of broadcast videos that is provided by mass me- 

dia everyday. Advanced digital video production tech- 

nology and network infrastructure will someday allow us 

to purchase full-annotated or structured videos but this 

day has yet to come. A video retrieval function that inves- 

tigates the video data itself is needed in the mean time. 

For this, image recognition technologies are needed. 

Understanding the meaning of a natural motion picture 

is quite difficult with current machine vision or voice rec- 

ognition technologies. Model-based video parsing ap- 

proach has been proposed [3] but this is not sufficient. 

We have taken a different approach. The method devel- 

oped and described does not need any semantic informa- 

tion, such as annotations or keywords. It quickly searches 

for a video that contains a particular scene, or a short 

string of video, by comparing image features. For ex- 

ample, this function can find specific television programs 

containing similar scenes as the registered one, for ex- 

ample, an opening scene of television programs or the 

credits of movies. This can be used as a kind of informa- 

tion filter that automatically selects appropriate videos or 

scenes among newly input videos once an interest is 

specified. 

The next section describes a real-time algorithm to de- 

tect one or more specific scenes in a broadcast video by 

using the sequences of frame image features at every shot 

change. Section 3 reviews experimental results. 

2. SCENE RETRIEVAL 

2.1 THE SCENE DETECTION 
METHOD CONCEPT 

This section describes how to detect the scenes. The 

fist step is to make a dictionary that describes the rela- 

tionships between a pattern and the unique title of one 

scene. If one of the patterns in the dictionary matches the 

pattern extracted from a target video, the title correspond- 

ing to the pattern in the dictionary is output. To achieve 

this, a simple and quick matching algorithm is required. 

This is because videos have considerably more volume 

than other media, such as print Moreover, it is essential 

that the method is robust in regard to video fluctuations 

due to equipment characteristics or signal noise. The 

matching algorithm we have developed is based upon 

those design features. 

(1) A scene is divided into several shots and only the 

first frames of each shot are compared, 

(2) Frame features are compressed to compact 

parameters or codes, and 

(3) Redundancy is given to feature matching. 



To date, exact scene identification has obliged to 

pixelwise comparison of each frame. Design feature (1) 
dramatically reduces the processing time because only 

the specific frames in the scene need to be compared. 

This can be done by real-time shot change detection tech- 

nology [4, 5.61. A shot is defined as a single continuous 

part of a video made by one camera. A sequence of shots 

makes a video program. The shot change is a boundary 

between two consecutive shots. The number of shots in a 

scene and the frame images at every shot change are 

scene specific. The sequence of such frame images is 

unique enough for scene specification. 

Design feature (2) reduces the image matching process 

to simple code matching. Thus, quick matching of video 

scenes is possible because it is not necessary to calculate 

the complex resemblance between image features. Once 

the frame image codes at shot changes in a target video is 

produced and stored, a video search is as rapid as a text 

search. Our prototype converts an image feature into a 

character string of about 10 characters. In some cases, the 

new techniques to speed-up text retrieval may be appli- 

cable to video matching. 

Design feature (3) prevents matching errors caused by 

video fluctuations. It may seem difficult to simulta- 

neously maintain design policies (2) and (3). However, 

since a scene often consists of two or more shots, the se- 

quence of frame features at each shot change are suffi- 

cient for scene specification. 

2.2 IMAGE FEATURE ENCODING 
METHOD 

A frame has many features. These include image char- 

acteristics, such as a color histogram and the area of a 

specific color, the time between representative frames 

and strength of the sound. In addition to these features, it 

is also possible to use other features if they are robust 

against video fluctuations and represent a certain portion 

of a video. Even if the feature of one frame is insufficient 

for unique specification, the combination of features pro- 

vides sufficient representative information to be uniquely 

associated with a specific scene. Our prototype uses the 

average of each RGB color element of a frame as a fea- 

ture because this is quickly and easily obtained. 

Figure 1 shows the encoding process flow. The color 

average taken with the entire frame is still an insufficient 

feature. The algorithm divides a frame into 2 by 2 rectan- 
gular regions and calculates the average in each region. 

The average values of each color element are standard- 
ized within a range from 0 to 100 and converted into a 

main code of one character based on the conversion cor- 

respondence table shown on the right side of Figure 1. At 

this time, if the value is in a boundary neighborhood 

within the ranges shown in the correspondence table, a 

supplemenmy code is added. This forms two characters. 

2.3 CODE MATCHING METHOD 
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Figure 1 Converting a feature of a representative frame into string codes 



Figure 2 Scene detection system display 

Comparison between the code of the target scene and 

the reference code registered in the dictionary is based on 

main code comparison. When a main code is different, a 

supplementary code is examined. Main codes may vary 

by fluctuation of the video if the value of the feature at the 

main code generation is in the boundary neighborhood. 

Thus, even if the two main codes to be compared are dif- 

ferent, the presence of a supplementary code is examined. 

The main code is compared with the other main code 

close to the same boundary of the code. If matched, the 

next codes in the reference code are further compared one 

by one. If all codes which form the reference code in the 

dictionary match the code of the target scene, the detec- 

tion of the scene is completed. The matching of the re- 

mainder of the dictionary ceases. However, when code 

disagreement is detected, matching with the next refer- 
ence code in the dictionary begins. The above process is 

repeated for the number of reference codes in the dictio- 

nary. 

3. EXPERIMENTS USING 
COMMERCIAL FILMS 

Figure 2 is a snapshot of the prototype used for scene 

detection. It processes the video displayed in the upper 

middle window in real time. The lower window shows 

the icon list of the reduced first frame of each shot and 

adds a new icon at every shot change. If the scene regis- 

tered in the dictionary is found, the upper right window 

shows the titles of the scene. 

Table 1 provides results for detection of commercial 

films in a consecutive television broadcast of 315 min- 

utes. There are 123 kinds of reference code registered in 

the dictionary. There were made from a television broad- 

cast the previous day. The same commercial films ap- 
peared two or more times. There were 45 kinds of com- 

mercial film and these appeared a total of 71 times. The 

results approximated a practical detection performance, 

Table 1 Scene detection results 
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Figure 3 Relationship between number of shots and overdetections 

as can be seen in the table. Overdetections refer to the 
number of times that an irrelevant scene was detected. 

Twenty-one of overdetections occurred at remevals of 

dark and colorless commercial film. These were mistaken 

for night scenes in dramas. Thus, it appears necessary to 

use characteristics in addition to color for specification of 

such commercial films. 

Moreover, because of the characteristics of the algo- 

rithm overdetection occurs frequently for scenes with 

few shots. Change in the number of overdetections as a 

function of number of shots in a scene is plotted in Figure 

3. It appears that this technique is appropriate for scenes 

having more than three shots. 

We found that broadcast video scenes could be de- 

tected in real time when the prototype was used with an 

IRIS 4D310WGX. It could detect scene about 10,000 

times faster than real time, once the frame code at every 

shot change was obtained. The table of such codes can be 

used to retrieve any scene in a video. Thus, this table per- 

mits the scene detection of five hours of video in about 

five seconds. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have described a basic technique for efficient 

video retrievals. This technique can be used as a kind of 

filter that automatically selects an appropriate scene 

among newly input videos. It quickly identifies a scene 

by means of a table between the pattern of the scene fea- 

ture sequence and its name. The approach described in 

this paper enables real-time scene identification by com- 

paring frames only at every shot change. 
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